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We are slowly trying to overcome a really very
serious period that has revolutionised our life
style and way of working and particularly our way
of relating to customers and the rest of the world.
An event of historical significance that inevitably
reflects on the hair trends of autumn 2020 as
well. A common thread that runs through all the
trends shown in all the runway and fashion shows
and becomes its main feature: simplicity.
On the catwalks, featured on social media by hair
bloggers or the most ‘influential influencers’, we
have seen practical and versatile looks that are
suitable both in a work setting and at times when
we want our hair to neat and tidy, such as during
physical activity.
In the Lisap FW 2020 collection, created by
11Level Team, our starting point was precisely the
need to return to a simple look which we did but
always by introducing a new concept combining
inclusiveness with customisation, infusing each
task with the essence of Lisap and Lisap’s vision
of beauty.

DANIELE
PELELLA
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MADRID IS A CITY THAT KNOWS NO HALF
MEASURES: FREEZING COLD IN THE WINTER
AND BOILING HOT IN THE SUMMER, PROUDLY
EMANCIPATED, THE CAPITAL OF A NATION WHERE
OLD AND MODERN COEXIST.
Madrid knows no bounds but has a human, festive but profoundly
productive side to it. The imperial architecture is aloof but the
streets of the Latin quarter are welcoming. It’s impossible not to
fall in love with this city!

ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE IN MADRID; DIFFERENCES
BECOME INCENTIVES AND DIFFICULTIES TURN INTO NEW
CHALLENGES.
In the throbbing heart of Madrid, we continue the story of our
collection and the emotions that have accompanied us over
this wonderful week. The El Retiro park extending over 125
hectares is the green lung of the city, but it also offers culture,
leisure and sporting activities to the people of Madrid and
visitors alike. Consequently, when King Philip IV commissioned
it, he specified that the park had to be a very special place, one
that was both relaxing and extravagant.
I’m sure he would have appreciated the fact that it became the
photographic set for the start of our Fall/Winter collection.
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IRENE
LISAP HAIR FASHION COLLECTION
FALL WINTER 2020-2021
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We wait for Irene in front of the
Palacio de Cristal (“Glass Palace”) and
we notice her arrival from afar, when the
wheat-coloured reflections of her hair
begin to play with the sun’s rays filtered
by the large windows of the botanical
“greenhouse”.
Irene is always smiling and the light
of her constant cheerfulness is highlighted
by the skilful play of shades and colour
combinations.
The Lisap colouring method made it
very easy to alternate light and shadows
to add depth, dimension and shine,
transforming the opacity of natural hair
into a riot of warm and all-embracing
colours.
Putting light on hair is an art that
is inspired directly by photography, by
“writing with light” as like the etymology
of the word suggests. We base our
colouring system precisely on this use
of light to embrace the world of colour
from all angles and give the hairstylist and
customer the opportunity to achieve the
desired result quickly and simply.
Anna and Simona prepared a warm,
bright base with 7.7 LK OPC on her natural
colour which was then enhanced by
adding light with one of our techniques,
simultaneously lightening with Linfa
Schiarente and Light Scale Up-to-9. Lastly,
the expert mixture of LisaplexTM Filter
Color Nude Sand plus LisaplexTM Filter
Color Gold brightened Irene’s hair and
face and the amazing photos showcased
in the collection.
A warm blonde, perfect for
highlighting and enhancing golden
complexions and finally embracing the
trend for warming up blonde hair in
winter.
This is the good news and the
real innovation of fall-winter: warm
blondes! The on-trend hair colour for
F/W 2020 2021 will not be a colour so
much as a temperature ranging from
cold shades to totally warm ones. Grey
blondes, silvers and all the shades that

turned our customers’ hair cold & freezy
in recent years are on their way out,
replaced by a back-to-basics approach
that makes a statement and highlights
classic Mediterranean tones, giving us
the opportunity to further explore the
theme of warm-blonde. If this summer
we had already begun to see a trend
reversal, gradually moving away from cold,
ice/grey and tending towards a warmer
temperature with a preference for beige/
sand shades, then this season, colours will
take centre stage with shades of cream
blonde, i.e. all the shades of blonde
inspired by the sweetness of the most
delicious desserts ever. These will range
from Chantilly cream to crème caramel
and from vanilla to butter, but these will
also be light touches of mustard yellow
or yellow mellow which are the boldest
version of this trend, highlighting eyes
and brows.
“Mouth-watering” colours that are
among the most liked and viewed on
social media, especially Instagram. We
know where our customers look for
inspiration when they want to change
their look. Irene’s long bob has been
given shape by balancing it with two
cutting techniques: Daniele used a wetcut first, giving movement to the body
of hair with a delicate tip cut using a
razor before executing a dry-cut with full
inner extension, all supported by a soft
graduation and a full perimeter with a
slight front diagonal.
Shape and colour are often viewed
separately where they are seen as two
different activities. The most common
error is to presume that a colouring
technique can be used for any cut. The two
elements of cut and colour must always
be assessed together so they create
the conditions where one amplifies the
other. This is the only way that we can
succeed in giving our customer a unique,
personalised, inimitable and beautiful look.
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IRENE BOWLS US OVER WITH HER SIMPLICITY
Irene’s transformation is documented
live, in a break between the photo
shoot. This winter’s must-have look
emerges as if by magic from Anna’s
beauty-case with the most soughtafter and publicised accessory from
international luxury brands, such
as Prada and Fendi: the jewelled
headband! Fake fur and precious stones
turn a simple accessory into a garment
to be worn, transforming a simple
hair-up into a vision of elegance and
glamour.
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The different ways of using the
headband are what make the look
unique. It is not just “placed” on the
head, but rather inserted before the
styling begins, so the hair-up is created
around it.
Diego enhances Irene’s natural beauty
with makeup in soft, warm tones which
bring out the freshness and paleness
of her complexion with shades of pink
on the lips and cheekbones. He then
intensifies her eyes with a palette of
browns and hazelnuts.

FALL WINTER 2020-2021
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LINN
LISAP HAIR FASHION COLLECTION
FALL WINTER 2020-2021
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Moving around the park with a team
of ten professionals is fun and attracts
attention from inquisitive passers-by and
amusing comments modulated by this
melodic language that is soft, musical and
a pleasure to listen to.
We rush off to the monument of
Alfonso XII because, at this time of day
just before sunset, the light is perfect for
enhancing the look we have prepared for
Linn.
Hers is the stand-out transformation,
the most eye-catching of all the collection.
Linn was the first choice during casting
and who better than her to interpret the
message of inclusiveness and change that
we wanted to launch with our collection.
Linn’s beauty project was very clear right
from the start: to do away with that aura
of ‘normality’ and give her the allure of bygone movie stars, but with a contemporary
and futuristic appeal at the same time.
An ambitious quest which we wanted to
achieve without detracting from Linn’s
personality.
For this concept, our goal was to
cover a range of different places and times
featuring the Berlin of the Seventies in
the Sybille magazine and Modeinstitut
Berlin, plus the curved architectural ideas

of Oscar Niemeyer which overlap with the
straight lines of Le Corbusier and warm
colour of pre-Raphaelite inspirational
muses.
There is a background of experience
and passion combined in synapse links,
creating the image of a woman in the
present who is the stand-out star in her
future.
The choice of colours had only one
direction and to enhance Linn’s skin
tones and undertones, the entire team
unanimously chose ginger and copper
shades. Simona and Maria create the
foundations for an infusion or copper
orange shades and by following the outline
of our colouring system, they lift the texture
with tone-on-tone micro babylights, which
adds a three-dimensional aspect and sense
of movement to a geometric chin-length
bob. Lots of emphasis on the LK® OPC
8.34 and LK® OPC 8.66 shades which tone
the colour cleansing performed with Linfa
Schiarente. When the colour is applied,
micro inserts of babylights are expertly
chosen to add additional light to this
amazing colour. We decided with Naxto
that the line of the cut should be a pure
geometric shape with the aim of seamlessly
combining straight and curved lines.

The colonnade behind the
monument to Alfonso XII gave us just the
right inspiration to shape the curves of
amphitheatre on the perimeter of the cut
while the grand entrance is the inspiration
taken for the laser cut fringe.
The interesting part of the cut occurs
immediately after the perimeters and
lengths have been defined when you
enter that area of texturing and weaving
work which is exquisitely interpreted by
the tactile and visual sensitivity of the
stylist who executes it. Naxto thus creates
his own masterpiece of precision and
harmony!
The coppery bob retains its charm
from all angles. The leading fashion houses
are also featuring this timeless, universal
solution on the fall-winter runways: from
the bob with the Vivetta fringe to the clean
and precision-cut hairstyles seen on the
Missoni catwalks and don’t forget the looks
with braids on bobs featured by Max Mara.
The ginger bob, the on-trend colour cut,
is reinvented at every runway show and
we wanted to include it on Linn’s delicate
features, by showcasing it in a new and
unconventional way.
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Linn’s makeover is disarmingly simple, yet exquisitely elegant. Just changing the background and adding a light blue fur
headband is all it takes to transform her in an aquatic muse. The colour of the accessory fades and blends into the colour of
the lake and the last rays of sun play on the light and shadows of her pale complexion and the red-ginger-gold of her hair, like
armies of conquistadors. Linn’s transformation is unexpected and surprises the entire team and her, even more so, which she
demonstrates in the happiness and smiles captured in the photos.
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LAURA QIN
LISAP HAIR FASHION COLLECTION
FALL WINTER 2020-2021
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The stages of life are marked by
steps. Sometimes, they are slow and allow
you to enjoy your surroundings. At other
times, they are fast and take you straight
to your destination. Even though we set off
at a quick, rhythmic pace from the El Retiro
Park to the Royal Palace, we can’t help
but take in the architectural masterpiece
of the Gran Via, amidst the traffic on the
road and people on its wide pavements:
a symbolic image of Madrid and beating
heart of the city.
On this dash, we encounter the
metropolitan soul of the city head on and
discover that unexpected and fascinating
traces of its past are hidden among the
crowds of passers-by and the lights of the
shops. Built in the early twentieth century,
its history is as interesting as it is complex.
As many as 300 houses were demolished
and 50 streets modified to make room for
an avenue that was designed to showcase
the modern face of the city to all the other
European capitals.
Laura Qin has all the facial features
of her oriental descent even though she
was born and raised in Spain. A mixture
of colours and features that are revealed
by the mysterious gaze of her almondshaped eyes and the alluring look of a
Spanish girl. The added value to Laura
Qin’s story had to be finding a location
in Madrid that could tell and intensify
Laura Qin’s story and final shot. A blend
of Orient and Spain in the same place. The
Royal Palace is also known as the “Palace
of the East”, a name taken not only from
the geographical position where it was
built, but also from an ancient fortress that
stood right here, built by the Orientals.
Fortune favours the bold, so we obtained
our added value to Laura Qin’s shots from
the compatibility of the history of the site
with hers.
Laura Qin’s hair has all the
characteristics of oriental hair: thick,
shiny, very straight and very dark. She
has a natural base that is close to perfect
black and so, to create her look, our goal
was to lighten it and then, bring it back to
a warmer tone bordering on shades of
chocolate to enrich it with inner flashes

that blend perfectly with the brown.
The colour was suggested by
Pantone 2020 and the much sought-after
yellow has a very captivating name: Yellow
Mellow.
Mayte was responsible for the project
and followed the lines of our colouring
system by lightening Laura Qin’s long hair
and then, toning it with a delicate LK®
OPC 6/78.
With Light Scale Up-to-9, she
executes some laser effects around the
face and then, tones them with glorious
Mellow Yellow developed by the amazing
Simona who mixes Lisap Splasher Yellow
with LK® OPC 4.0.
The light that is missing from Laura
Qin’s face appears immediately after
the styling by Andrew, who modelled an
elegant and glamorous look for her, with
a Vanity Wave that gathers the entire the
body of hair into a single soft and welldefined wave, enhancing the model’s
cheekbones and softening the rigid line
of her face.
Sometimes, we tend to underestimate
the blow-drying service and regard it as
just a simple method of drying hair in a
smooth or wavy style, or curled at the
most. Often the styling is just done as
the service needed to finish a colour or
cut and does not involve the customer in
the real emotional experience of the entire
journey in our salon. Justice is not done
to a fantastic cut or a beautiful colour if
it is not accompanied by extraordinary
styling and all the work previously done
is wiped out by the simple act of drying
it incorrectly. If colouring and cutting
showcase who we are, then styling is
our calling card. It is the packaging, the
container that becomes adds real value
to our services.
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SO SHE CAN BE A QUEEN JUST FOR ONE DAY
The Royal Palace is the backdrop
for Laura Qin’s transformation and
the makeover takes place on the park
bench: Diego wields his brushes again,
highlighting the lips with a matt red and
underlining the beautiful almond-shaped
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eyes, playing with light and dark contrasts.
Andrea and Anna add the finishing touch
with a purple silk headband and shiny
white stones, adding more light to her
beautiful face.

FALL WINTER 2020-2021
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YULIA
LISAP HAIR FASHION COLLECTION
FALL WINTER 2020-2021
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There are not many people who don’t
know who Ruby Rose is: model, DJ, actress and
TV presenter, she has notched up important
roles in many successful films and television
series. With her beauty, charisma, talent, the
young Australian artist has worldwide popularity
step by step and become one of the most
influential icons of the LGBT community.
In our story of ethnic inclusion, we
wanted to broaden our shared message with
Ruby Rose even further, by spreading the daily
commitment of “breaking down the prejudices
of intolerance” and supporting inclusion as a
social goal.
She becomes the inspiration not only
for her commitment, but also for her latest
makeover that has shaken up the whole
mainstream of entertainment world: a buzz cut
and two-tone pink/light blue to signify gender
fusion. In the our Xtreme look project, we
thought about gender fluidity and eliminating
sterile, archaic and old-fashioned labels through
the choice of colour and shades ranging from
pink to light blue.
Yulia has just the right characteristics to
interpret our look and also inject a pinch of
irreverence through her light-hearted and easygoing attitude that permeated throughout the
team from the beginning. We needed a girl who

had irrepressible beauty and a strong character
at the same time and we found not only this
but much more in Yulia. Yulia’s Russian origin
is revealed in her natural hair colour: a cold
blonde that helps us achieve total bleach with
Light Scale Up-to-9 and we quickly reach the
desired level of lightening. The blank canvas is
now ready for Diego’s artistic inspiration!
The base is covered with Lisaplex®
Xtreme Color Mad Pink gently softened with
Lisaplex® Xtreme Color Pure Diamond. The
colour is degraded on the lengths to light blue
which make it sophisticated and unique.
Daniele is in charge of the hair cut
because his idea of texturing, of alternating
tools between clipper, razor and scissors, the
soft disconnections and defined perimeter line
of the fringe, are extremely difficult to explain
and translate. The cutting technique is essential
to obtain a perfect shape, but customisation is
all about the sensitivity of the stylist who has
the opportunity to highlight and enhance both
the shape and the colour.
Shape and colour are inseparable. They
don’t run on parallel tracks, but they travel on
a monorail and for a professional stylist, it is
inconceivable to consider them as two separate
and distinct entities.
Our vision in the construction of a look

is how to product an architectural work where
both technical and artistic aspects concur. If
architecture is the discipline aimed at organising
of space, then our work is the discipline that
organises the shape and colour of hair in
relation to the facial features and skin colour
and whose ultimate goal is to make people look
more beautiful.
Even on such short hair, Andrea manages
to create an amazing Flame wave look that
contrasts with the straight fringe. Diego’s
makeup softens Yulia’s face and creates a
smoky eye look. The effect with the Mad pink
fringe and intense blue of her irises is magnetic
and unexpected.
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Plaza Mayor is probably the most emblematic place in Madrid with its arcades constantly crowded with tourists and the local
people hunting for a souvenir or a quiet moment to enjoy by sitting at one of the many outdoor tables and admiring the majesty
of the square. The ideal location for the shoot, what with the foreground and wide square and Yulia’s beauty which is on a par with
the location, so one amplifies the other. The change of look is very fast and this time the purple fur headband is used differently.
It is put on the front as if it were a hair band to legitimising its use and functionality. A loose fake fur coat completes the winter
outfit giving Yulia the appearance of a “Russian Tsarina”. Diego touches up the makeup and the new shots are taken without a
hitch, providing us with a fantastic reportage of this Madrid collection.
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MICHELLE
LISAP HAIR FASHION CAPSULE COLLECTION
FALL WINTER 2020-2021
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LISAP CHOOSES 4DCOLOR®
TO CREATE THE LISAP FALL
WINTER 2020-2021 CAPSULE
COLLECTION
WE INTERVIEWED
JOHNNY
ALMAGNO,
FOUNDER OF
4DCOLOR®, TO
GET HIM TO TELL
US MORE ABOUT
THE 4DCOLOR®
METHOD IN THE
FALL WINTER
CAPSULE
COLLECTION
2020-2021

How did you manage to include 4D in the
Lisap collection?
In the simplest way possible! The
4Dcolor® method has the advantage of
adapting extremely well to a whole variety
of situations. The advantage of 4Dcolor®
is that it is not a temporary system or one
that goes out of fashion after six months.
This means we can adapt perfect shades
without comparing them to each style of
cut or up-do.
Tell us about the technique that you
developed.
Thanks to the support of Letizia Mariani
and Susy Micillo, we succeeded in several
crossing over several 4Dcolor® application
techniques by blending them together to
create unique, one-of-a-kind shades.
Which feature acts as a link between the
capsule collections and your courses?
The Lisap Fall Winter 2020-2021 Capsule
Collection by 4Dcolor® shot in Madrid,
thanks to the stylistic support of Emilio
Silvagni, will allow us to transform the
format of our courses at the end of 2020.
All-round training.
Compared to dedicated courses, is it a
complementary or alternative technique?
The 4Dcolor® Method is an open system.
This allows us to create variations that
are easily assimilated by our colleagues
in the classroom. What we present will
be a fusion of 3 application techniques
of our Method. A unique opportunity to
reiterate that there is no hair in particular
that is suitable for 4Dcolor®, but there is
a 4Dcolor® suitable for all hair!
What demands does it meet and what
results does it allow to be achieved?
This historical period from which we are
emerging is transforming our habits.
4Dcolor® has been transformed to
meet the needs of colleagues: even more
practical, complete and satisfying training
days. We can make a promise: everyone
will leave our classrooms, satisfied and
ready to put our technical/styling advice
into practice.
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What is your target audience?
The 4Dcolor® method is not aimed at a specific target
audience. We believe that it is impossible to classify
each individual woman through simple market research.
Every woman deserves to be unique and amazingly
attractive, whether she is a teenager or mature woman.
The colleagues who take part in the 4Dcolor® training
classrooms will be able to adapt the techniques to any
type of woman, the rest will be done by personalising
the method.
What do you expect when the courses reopen?
I personally believe that the Covid-19 period has
transformed us as a category. Hairstylists who want to
invest in training will do so after seeing or listening to
reviews; they don’t have time or money to waste! We
are convinced here at 4Dcolor®, along with our official
tutors, that our classrooms, even with limited spaces,
will fill up as usual. And we are ready to welcome you.

JOHNNY ALMAGNO
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The reason why the sun sets so late in Madrid, compared
to other European cities, is because it is positioned so far to
the west that it should have had a different time zone. But
beyond these geographical fun facts, when the sun slowly
goes down, a magnificent red explodes on the skyline of
Madrid and, in an instant, you fully understand the passion
of this city, its constant mysterious and inexplicable strength,
thanks to which it has gradually succeeded in carving out its
own identity and becoming what it is today. And we are struck
by the cacophony of sounds and the musicality of the Spanish
language, the scent of spices and flowers and the colours.
All the myriad of colours of this sky at sunset ranging from
blue to a colour spectrum of purple, red and yellow and goes
down behind the pink and white mountain range, conjuring
up emotions and feelings that alone are inspiration enough
for a new collection. But we only have time for a last look that
contains in itself a silent farewell and the promise to return.
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IBERICOS & LATAM
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Tl. 0034937270201
E-mail: barcelona@lisapitalia.com
@lisapespana

ASIA PACIFIC
LAP – Lisap Asia Pacific
No. 27 – JALAN TSB 1 , TAMAN INDUSTRI SUNGAI
BULOH,
47000 SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN, MALAYSIA
Tel. +6 (03) 61568020
lisapspa@lisapitalia.com
sales@lisapasia.com

LISAP KOSMETIC INDONESIA
S. PARMAN KAV. 22-24, KEL. PALMERAH, KEC. PARLMERAH
JAKARTA BARAT
lisapspa@lisapitalia.com
sales@lisapasia.com

DCM COSMETICS PTY LTD
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info@diapasoncosmetics.com
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lisapspa@lisapitalia.com
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MORE ON

LAB59.IT

lisap laboratori cosmetici spa - via monte lungo, 59 - 20017 rescaldina (mi) - italia - made in italy

shoponline at
shop.lisapitalia.com

